
GBC announces 46th Annual Mayor's Business
Recognition Awards recipients

Each year the Mayor of the City of Baltimore joins with the Greater Baltimore
Committee and the Baltimore Development Corporation to recognize businesses that
have demonstrated significant leadership and service to improve the quality of life in
Baltimore. The awards are given for specific activities that have significantly
benefited Baltimore City and are outside the regular mission or day-to-day work or
activities of the business.

Examples of projects and activities award winners initiated include providing
students at Baltimore City Public Schools with exposure to basic coding skills;
preparing and delivering hot meals during the pandemic to the homes of students
that attend several city schools and others in need; and assisting two minority-
owned restaurants to stay in business during the pandemic.

"This year's award recipients and their efforts to help others outside their normal
scope of business serve as an inspiration to everyone in the city," said Donald C.
Fry, President and CEO of the Greater Baltimore Committee. "They remind us that
there are a lot of businesses in the city that have a mindset to step up to help
others in need for the betterment of the Baltimore and its citizens."

See the list of 2020 winners here:
Accenture
Breaking Bread LLC
Dent Education
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Ekiben Baltimore
Heritage Financial Consultants LLC
Hotel Revival
Hyatt Regency Baltimore Inner Harbor
Ice Queens
imre
Italian Cultural Center of Maryland
Lord Baltimore Hotel
MileOne Autogroup
Plano-Coudon Construction
Su Casa Furniture

Please join us in honoring all the winners in a virtual awards ceremony on
December 11, 2020, at 11 a.m.

Register now!

Fry talks about issues at Baltimore City Delegation
Ideas & Priorities Public Hearing

On December 1, GBC President & CEO Donald Fry joined with elected officials,
community advocates and members of the public to discuss ideas and priorities for
the upcoming 2021 Maryland General Assembly legislative session with the
Baltimore City Delegation.

Fry spoke of the tough circumstances encountered by the state as a result of the
pandemic and the need to have a sharp focus on addressing the most immediate
challenges. In his remarks, he indicated that the GBC would be an active participant
in the session and will advocate for and/or monitor closely a number of key issues,
such as:
--Support for overrides for the education and public safety bills that were vetoed by
the Governor following the session this year
--Police reform legislation, particularly as it relates to efforts to increase racial
equity and social justice
--Policy, funding and regulatory solutions to accelerate economic recovery with an
emphasis on support for small and minority-owned businesses. Some specific areas
of attention include:

Liability protections for employers who adhere to CDC/state/local guidelines
regarding reopening
Ensuring that recovery resources are directed to most impacted industries
(restaurants, hotels, retail, not for profits, etc.)
Programs, policies or funding to increase access to capital particularly for small
and minority-owned businesses including both traditional and non-traditional
capital sources (CDFIs, venture capital, etc.) and forgiveness of grants
Efforts to address child care challenges through targeted policy or funding
innovations to address immediate shortage and create long-term solutions
Efforts to address the digital divide for students, families, job trainees and
workers at all levels

In addition, Fry discussed support for legislative proposals that:
--Protect critical transportation funding for the Greater Baltimore region
--Enhance workforce development as outlined in the GBC's recently released report
Preparing for the Future, including:

Additional state dollars for workforce/adult basic education
Support for wraparound services for community college students and
individuals in workforce training programs
Support for registered youth and adult apprenticeship programs including
employer tax credits
Support for the EARN program
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--Address mobility challenges for so many, including justice-involved populations
and lower income households, including:

Insurance affordability
Access to driver's licenses/IDs and prevention of driver's license suspensions
for non-vehicular issues

--Provide tax credits and programs that spur innovation, economic development and
entrepreneurship, such as angel investor tax credits

He pledged to work with the Baltimore City Delegation to support crucially important
issues related to the residents and businesses in the City of Baltimore.

You can learn more about the upcoming legislative session at the GBC's Maryland
General Assembly Legislative Forum on Monday, January 25. More details coming
soon. 

Public Safety Committee considers
strategies for reducing gun violence

The Public Safety Committee met on November 18, 2020,
and received a briefing from Daniel Webster, Bloomberg
Professor of American Health and Director of the Johns
Hopkins Center for Gun Violence Prevention and Policy. 

Webster focused his remarks on three issues in regard to evidence-based strategies
for reducing gun violence in Baltimore:

Gun law enforcement -- how to have more fair and effective use of
enforcement to reduce shootings
Street outreach, violence interruption and promotion of nonviolence
Changing neighborhood environments so that they are less conducive to
violence

Webster drew upon findings from recent studies that he led, "Reducing Violence and
Building Trust: Data to Guide Enforcement of Gun Laws in Baltimore" and
"Estimating the Effects of Law Enforcement and Public Health Interventions to
Reduce Gun Violence in Baltimore."

Transportation for America's Scott Goldstein updates
Transportation Committee on federal outlook

The Transportation and Mobility Committee met on November 17, 2020. The
committee and key guest stakeholders from the region were pleased to be joined by
Scott Goldstein, Policy Director of Transportation for America, who provided an
update on the federal outlook for transportation under the incoming Biden-Harris
Administration.

Additionally, Goldstein discussed ways in which the GBC and the region can
advocate for better investments in our transportation infrastructure.

Economic Development Committee discusses 2021
focus areas, priorities

The Economic Development Committee met on December 1, 2020, for a strategic
discussion about priorities for 2021. The discussion sought to determine which
policies, programs or initiatives the committee intends to advance in the next year.
The committee discussed a wide range of possible focus areas, including racial
equity in the business community, the availability of small business capital, and
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business attraction and retention efforts.

2021 GBC Sponsorship Guide

Each year the Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC) hosts
numerous programs and events that attract corporate CEOs,
business and political leaders, and young professionals from
the Greater Baltimore region. These events range from the
successful GBC Newsmaker Speaker Series featuring local
and regional influencers to the Maryland General Assembly
Legislative Forum. Our always popular Annual Meeting
draws as many as 1,000 of Maryland's most influential
business and political leaders.

Sponsoring a GBC event provides a unique way to connect,
share and build your brand. For more than 65 years, the

GBC has consistently attracted top business leaders. When your company supports a
GBC event, it receives tremendous visibility through marketing collaterals that reach
more than 10,000 readers.

Inside the sponsorship guide you will find event and sponsorship opportunities. The
GBC offers three premier level sponsorships, Corporate, Ambassador and Signature,
as well as individual event sponsorships. Each level offers exciting networking,
brand exposure and brand visibility opportunities.

If your company needs a specialized package in order to meet marketing needs,
contact Lisa Byrd, GBC's Director of Events and Business Development, at
lisab@gbc.org.

View the 2021 Sponsorship Guide here.

Letter from Chambers, Business Associations
Supporting Pell Reinstatement for

Incarcerated Students

On November 12, 2020, several chambers and business associations from across
the country, including the Greater Baltimore Committee, submitted a letter to the
chairs of the House and Senate Education Committees urging them to support lifting
the federal ban on Pell Grants for people in prison.

The letter stated:

"To adequately advocate on behalf of the business owners in our towns and cities
across the country, we must work to develop future leaders and keep our
communities strong. As formerly incarcerated people return home, it's important –
for themselves, their families, and our communities – that they can secure a decent
job. And it's important for our businesses that we have a robust pool of educated
people to hire from."

View the letter here.

Baltimore Sun: T. Rowe Price to
move from Pratt Street to new

office in Harbor Point

T. Rowe Price Group, the Baltimore-based global
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investment group founded in the city in 1937, will
move its headquarters to a pair of new "green"
office buildings in Harbor Point, the company said
December 1.

"T. Rowe Price is excited to make this commitment
— it's an investment in our people, in our clients,
and in our community and continues our deep and
long-standing connection to the City of Baltimore,"
said William J. Stromberg, T. Rowe Price's President

and CEO.

The company plans to move to about 450,000 square feet spanning two buildings in
Harbor Point, where it will sign a 15-year lease for the space. It has enlisted Beatty
Development Group in partnership with Armada Hoffler Properties for development
and construction. Terms of the deal were not disclosed.

The firm's reinvestment in Baltimore should be viewed as a signal to other major
companies about the city's economic stability, said Donald C. Fry, the Greater
Baltimore Committee's President and CEO.

"T. Rowe Price is a premier company that could have chosen to move its
headquarters anywhere," Fry said in a statement. "The company's agreement to a
long-term lease for its corporate headquarters at the Harbor Point location is a
testament that the company remains deeply committed to Baltimore and its
communities and believes in its future."

Read more.

Also see: BBJ: T. Rowe Price's planned move, coupled with pandemic, leaves empty
space — and uncertainty — in city's center

2020 Bridging the Gap
Achievement Award
Winners announced

The 2020 Bridging the Gap
Achievement Award winners were
announced at a virtual ceremony on
November 23, 2020.

"Minority and women-owned businesses are an integral part of our economy — at
the national level, in our state and in our local communities," said Greater Baltimore
Committee (GBC) President and CEO Donald C. Fry in his opening remarks. "Our
regional economy operates much like a car engine — if all of the cylinders of the car
are not working together, the car starts and stops and can sputter along. The same
holds true if all segments of our economy — large and small businesses, majority
and minority, women-owned businesses — are not working together, our economy
starts and stops and sputters along."

Before the winners were revealed, special guest speaker Wes Moore, author and
Chief Executive Officer of the poverty-fighting organization Robin Hood Foundation,
discussed the important role all of the nominees play in the community.
The awards process is about "honoring the spirit in which you lead, the contributions
that you are making and the future for all of us that you are driving," he said.

Moore, a Baltimore resident, talked about personal experiences, his mother's first
job that provided benefits (with the Baltimore-based Annie E. Casey Foundation)
and the challenges and complications of 2020. "This is about the thousands of lives
you are impacting every day. You're our engine. You're our fuel," he said. "There is
nothing short of remarkable that you've all been able to achieve this year and not
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only do we salute you, we're thankful for you. We cannot have a strong community
without your success, your resilience, your light. In fact they epitomize Baltimore."

The 2020 winners are:

Community Impact: Division Street Landscaping, Safe Alternative
Foundation for Education, Inc.
Diversity in Leadership: East Baltimore Development, Inc., Vehicles for
Change
Innovative Partnership/Strategic Alliance: HOPE Inside – Operation HOPE
and M&T Bank, Turner Construction Company's Three-Pronged Alliance with
Morgan State University, Under Armour and NPower Maryland
Mentorship: Andrew Parlock, Northrop Grumman
Successful Minority or Women-Owned: BTST Services Inc., Fearless,
Mayson-Dixon Companies, Maryland Center for Hospitality Training
Elijah E. Cummings Diversity in Leadership:  Maryland Minority Contractors
Association, Maryland Washington Minority Companies Association

See pictures of several of the honorees with their awards here.

Read more.

More GBC News

Governor Larry Hogan's Dec. 1 COVID-19 Press
Conference: Hospital Surge Plans

Governor Larry Hogan held a press conference on December 1, 2020, concerning
Maryland's COVID-19 response.

Key Takeaways of the Press Conference
Governor Larry Hogan continues to be concerned by the COVID-19 outbreak in
Maryland.
The Governor is taking additional steps to increase Maryland's hospital surge
capacity.

Governor Hogan's Remarks
The Governor again urged Congress to pass a stimulus package. He said states
cannot wait until January 20 for federal assistance.
As of December 1, Maryland had surpassed 201,135 confirmed cases of
COVID-19. There have been 27 straight days of more than 1,000 new cases in
Maryland. The statewide positivity rate is 7.33%. Maryland has 34.4 cases per
100,000 residents. There are 268,000 American who have died, including
4,516 Marylanders.
The Governor is concerned that hospitalization in Maryland have increased by
51% in the past two weeks. There are now 130 surge beds in use at locations
such as the Baltimore Convention Center. There are 350 Marylanders with
COVID-19 in ICUs and 21 hospitals in Maryland have reached more than 90%
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capacity.
The Governor discussed actions taken previously to increase surge capacity in
the health care system. This includes adding a 6,000 bed surge capacity,
activating Maryland Responds Reserves Medical Corps, adding alternative care
site capacity, providing staffing support for nursing homes, limiting hospital
visits and enabling overburdened hospitals to transfer patients.
The Governor announced he is taking a series of additional actions to address
the surge of COVID-19 patients. These include urging those with clinical
backgrounds who are interested in serving to go to marylandmednow.com for
more information and urging colleges and universities to expedite graduations
of medical students.
The Governor also announced that Maryland hospitals are required to submit a
surge plan by December 8.
The Governor urged hospitals to add or redeploy staff, reduce elective
procedures and transfer patients to appropriate treatment facilities.
The Governor said that once hospitals reach 8,000 COVID-19 patients, this will
trigger a requirement to add 10% more space to increase surge capacity.

Read more.

Also see: Governor Larry Hogan's Nov. 23 COVID-19 Press Conference

BBJ: Harborplace tenants
threatened with eviction

Some Harborplace tenants who have fallen behind on rent
payments in part because of Covid-19 face lease
terminations and lawsuits, according to letters sent this
fall by a court-appointed receiver.

The city's 40-year-old Inner Harbor landmark continues to
struggle amid vacancies, inconsistent management, lax
city oversight and now the impact of the novel coronavirus

pandemic. Baltimore Mayor-elect Brandon Scott and top business leaders are urging
a renewed push to rejuvenate Harborplace with new ownership and more local
businesses a year and a half into a court-ordered receivership.

Donald Fry, President and CEO of the Greater Baltimore Committee, said he is
planning to reconvene a task force to focus on turning around the struggling
marketplace. Fry said November 19 that he became frustrated with Harborplace's
struggles recently because "there seems to be very little public comment from city
officials about the status of the receivership or plans for the near future."

"For years it was a jewel for the city and was recognized internationally as its
'calling card,'" Fry said. "To see this incredible asset of the city struggle and to have
little or no direction from the city as to its future plans is unfathomable. We are far
beyond the sit back and wait to see what happens phase of this bankruptcy
litigation. That approach is no longer acceptable."

He added: "It is difficult to foresee the future of downtown without Harborplace
being a major part of any discussion."

Read more.

Southwest Airlines CEO
Gary Kelly discusses the
state of the travel industry
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Gary Kelly, Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer at Southwest
Airlines, joined the Greater Baltimore
Committee (GBC) on November 20, 2020,
for a Newsmaker Speaker Series on the
state of the airline and travel industries
amidst the coronavirus pandemic and the
effects on the regional economy. Kelly
discussed the return of the Boeing 737
Max, route updates, holiday travel,

operating in the pandemic and the company's approaching 50th Anniversary.

GBC President and CEO Donald C. Fry, who served as moderator, said about
Southwest, "We're tremendously appreciative of Southwest as a corporate citizen
and your investment at BWI [Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall
Airport] means a lot to our regional economy."

Kelly started the discussion by noting Southwest Airlines' successful partnership with
BWI. "We're huge fans of Maryland and huge fans of BWI. We're really devoted to
the market and we have great plans for the future," he said.

Concerning his predictions for holiday travel, Kelly said, "It's going to be what it's
going to be and we've just got to get through this." He added that while the COVID-
19 vaccine is promising, "It's not going to fix everything all at once."

See some highlights from the discussion here.

Also see:
Baltimore Sun: Southwest CEO discusses furloughs, braces for dismal winter
BBJ: CEO Gary Kelly explains why Southwest is still adding routes amid Covid-
19

Dr. Humaira Siddiqi provides tips
for getting through the pandemic

On November 17, 2020, Dr. Humaira Siddiqi, of
Kaiser Permanente's Mid-Atlantic Permanente
Medical Group (MAPMG), joined GBC's Baltimore
Women's Advisory Board for a conversation about

how to keep it together during the pandemic.

Dr. Siddiqi provided several tips for coping with the anxiety and stress of living
during these times, adapting to working from home and celebrating the holidays.

She noted that depression and anxiety can be natural stress responses and
reminded the webinar attendees that "slowing down is not a bad thing." Don't ignore
the signals, take a step back and address the causes, she added.

Dr. Siddiqi advised that we all take the situation one day at a time, remove
unnecessary expectations for our lifestyles and redefine what life will be for the next
year or so.

As for working from home, she suggested setting up a permanent office space,
defining the beginning and end of the work day, taking breaks and dressing for the
office.

"Accept the situation we're in and adapt around that," she said.

Also see:
Managing Stress During an Unusual Holiday Season
Easy Ways to Create Family Fun During COVID-19 Pandemic
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Harmony at Home During COVID-19 Pandemic
Facebook Live: Coping While Cooped Up

More GBC News

Upcoming Events

Register Now!
GBC Newsmaker Speaker Series --
COVID-19: Health Care Challenge.
Catalyst. Disruptor.
December 8, 2020
8:30-9:30 a.m.
Webinar via Zoom

46th Annual Mayor's Business
Recognition Awards Ceremony
December 11, 2020
11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Virtual Event

Baltimore Women's Advisory Board: Sharpen Your Executive Presence with
Allison Shapira
January 14, 2021
11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Webinar via Zoom

Save the Date
2021 Maryland General Assembly Legislative Forum
January 25, 2021
Virtual Event
More details coming soon

For more information, contact Lisa Byrd, Director of Events and Business
Development at lisab@gbc.org.

Register for Events

GBC Committees

Serve on a GBC Committee!

Are you interested in supporting regional business growth, job creation,
entrepreneurship and innovation? As a GBC member, you can work on projects and
policies by joining a GBC committee.

Get involved and have your opinion heard on one of our committees:
Economic Development
Education and Workforce
Bridging the Gap 
Bioscience
Health Care  
Innovation and Technology
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Transportation & Mobility
Public Safety
Tourism, Entertainment and Culture 

To join a committee, go to gbc.org/committees or contact Tara Harris, Committee
Coordinator, 410-727-2820 ext. 35, or by email at tarah@gbc.org.

GBC Member News

BBJ: Development team plans The Compass, a mixed-use redo of the Super
Block downtown
The Baltimore Development Corp. selected a large-scale mixed-use project called
The Compass for the long-ignored block off Howard Street near Fayette and
Lexington streets, awarding two requests for proposals this month to Westside
Partners LLC.
Read more.

BBJ: Popular Texas taco chain gets investment from T. Rowe Price to
support national expansion
Torchy's plans to expand to an additional 10 states over the next four years.
Read more.

McCormick to acquire Cholula Hot Sauce
Cholula's portfolio of six distinctive flavors is made in Mexico using high-quality
ingredients and is based on a 100-year old recipe comprised of a unique blend of
fresh peppers and regional spices.
Read more.

COPT appoints Todd Hartman as Chief Operating Officer
Hartman will manage the overall operations of the company including asset
management and leasing, property management, government services and
commercial development.
Read more.

Bank of America gives Morgan State University $1 Million for jobs initiative
With the support from Bank of America, Morgan State University will enhance
existing programs to meet specific skills gaps to create higher paying, family-
sustaining jobs that are in demand.
Read more.

CCBC opens Transportation Training Center at Tradepoint Atlantic Center to
offer new CDL training starting late fall
As part of this new center, CCBC will offer Commercial Driver's License (CDL)
training with an expansive new driving range, a welcome addition to the college's
Transportation, Distribution and Logistics Institute.
Read more.

BBJ: Sheppard Pratt expanding workforce training pipeline with $250K
grant
The SunTrust grant will help expand the work of Sheppard Pratt's Vocational
Services Program, which served nearly 2,000 people last year.
Read more.

Roca Baltimore to host virtual anniversary event
The December 9 event will cover current progress that Roca Baltimore has made
and what is planned for the future, specifically covering data from the past two
years, next phase plans and "real reasons for hope."
Read more.

Does your company have news to share? Submit news items to Zoe Adams,
Public Relations Associate, at zoea@gbc.org for consideration.
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Welcome to Our New Members

Compass Government Relations Partners, LLC

Squadra Ventures

View more GBC Member News

2020 Sponsors

Ambassador

Signature

65th Annual Meeting Title Sponsor

Find GBC Events

Connect with us

#GBC65
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